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QUESTION 1

What process is a use case for Visual workflow? Choose 3 answers 

A. Field validation during case creation 

B. Cross-self promotions for representatives 

C. Assignment of email to a case queue based on subject 

D. Decision-based troubleshooting for representatives 

E. Caller verification and creation of a new case 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers wants to deploy the Service Cloud to its contact centers located across North 

America, Europe, and Asia. 

The company wants standardized contact center processes and reporting implemented in its centers 

worldwide. 

Which approach should a consultant recommend in this scenario? 

A. Assign a global team of experienced agents and leaders to create a common design template and report structure. 

B. Assign teams in each major contact center to design a solution unique to its needs and have an analyst build a
combined report. 

C. Recommend utilizing out-of-the-box functionality to reduce cost and ensure one worldwide process and reporting. 

D. Recommend that the VP of Worldwide Support design a global template to provide a clear vision and tandardization. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two capabilities of Lightning Knowledge ensure accurate content in Articles? Choose 2 answers 

A. Approval Process that assigns an Article to a Reviewer Queue. 

B. Knowledge Action to Publish an Article once the Article is approved. 

C. Validation Rules for article record types to verify all fields during creation. 

D. Data Category to assign an article record type to a Reviewer. 
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Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

UC has a telemarketing contact center with agents who cold-call prospects and follow-up on prospects that have been
routed to them. Which metric should UC consider when designing the contact center? Choose 2 answers. 

A. Number of outbound calls per day 

B. Number of closed cases 

C. Number of lead referrals 

D. Number of attempts to contact 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has created a new onboarding process. An Agent must create ten open activities that align to a step of this
onboarding experience. Creating these activities can take up to 20 minutes each to complete. What should the Agent
recommend to minimize costs? 

A. Assign a single agent to create the activities on all new onboarding cases. 

B. Provide a macro that will automatically create the activities when executed. 

C. Add an object-specific custom quick action to create new activities. 

D. Hire a certified developer to write an apex trigger that creates each new activity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A company receives support requests through a variety of email addresses and web forms for different 

parts of the business. 

Which feature combination will ensure that cases are efficiently handled by the most appropriate 

representatives? 

A. Case Assignment Rules, Queues, Chatter Groups, Live Agent 

B. Case Assignment Rules, Queues, Public Groups, Omni-Channel 

C. Escalation Rules, Queues, Chatter Groups, Omni-Channel 

D. Escalation Rules, Queues, Public Groups, Live Agent 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Support process: escalation queue if not responded in 2 hours within business hours until marked Urgent which requires
24/7 resolution. 

A. Workflow rule 

B. Validation rules on case process field 

C. Escalation rule to ignore business hours based on case criteria 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which method can be used to route cases from social channels? 

A. use Twitter-to-case and add workflow rules to the case object. 

B. Enable Social Customer Service and add assignment rules to the case object. 

C. Enable Social Network Profile and add workflow rules to the contact object. 

D. Enable Social Network Profile and add assignment rules to the case object. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

The Service Manager at Universal Containers is concerned that users will NOT be able to manage cases in the Service
Console efficiently and reduce clicks. Which feature should a Consultant implement to address this concern? 

A. Configure Macros 

B. Multiple Monitors Components 

C. Collapsible Sidebar Components 

D. Console Keyboard Shortcuts 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

The Contact Center at Universal Containers wants to increase its profit margins by promoting call deflection within
Service Cloud. Which two solutions should a Consultant recommend? Choose 2 answers 
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A. Knowledge Base 

B. Customer Community 

C. Automatic Call Distribution 

D. Service Cloud Console 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three processes are uses case for Visual Workflow? Choose 3 answers 

A. Cross-sell promotions for agents 

B. Decision-based troubleshooting for agents 

C. Assignment of email to a case queue based on subject 

D. Caller verification and creation of a new case 

E. Field validation during case creation 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 12

What are benefits of deploying Knowledge in a high volume Service Cloud portal? (Choose 2) 

A. Replaces the need for an email channel 

B. Eliminates tracking of customer entitlements 

C. Uncovers gaps in the knowledge base 

D. Reduces incoming call volume 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 13

When support agents are working on a case, the support manager at universal containers wants the agents to see the
case number, case subject, and case description in the case highlights panel. How can a Consultant implement the
functionality with configuration? 

A. Remove these fields from the page layout and add the components to the highlights panel. 

B. Add these fields to the page layout and add the components to the highlights panel 

C. Remove these fields from the page layout and add the fields to the highlights panel 
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D. Add the fields to the page layout and add the fields to the highlights panel. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

The Universal Container\\'s customer support organization has implemented knowledge, knowledge centered support
(KCS) in its call center. However, the call center management thinks that agents are not contributing new knowledge
articles as often as they should. What could the company do to address this situation? (choose 2) 

A. Require agents to check a box on case when submitting a new suggested article 

B. Create a dashboard for articles submitted by agents and approved for publication 

C. Measure and reward agents based on the # of new articles submitted for approval 

D. Measure and reward agents based on the # of new articles approved for publication 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 15

A company frequently has issues with customers that need complex, hands-on technical support with high-priority
issues in difficult-to-visit locales. What should be recommended for reliable, real-time support to customers with these
restrictions? 

A. Customer Community 

B. Field Service Lightning 

C. SOS Video Chat 

D. Salesforce Knowledge 

Correct Answer: C 
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